
Our innovative and growing company is looking to fill the role of junior
coordinator. We appreciate you taking the time to review the list of qualifications
and to apply for the position. If you don’t fill all of the qualifications, you may still
be considered depending on your level of experience.

Responsibilities for junior coordinator

Review delivery variance and generate accurate forecasting for the weeks
ahead for the business and Operations in Hong Kong to review targets and
plan resources
Communicate daily to UK and US Retail teams to review delivery progress
and upload status
Provide delivery updates and news for weekly UK Trade meetings and
provide information to Buying and Merchandising teams
Monitor and facilitate Return to Vendor (RTV) items with exchanges, Sale or
Return (SOR) and re-orders, throughout selling season by liaising with
Inventory
Prepare product details for stock Uploads, and thorough checks of product
information, pricing, discounts, , and liaise with Distribution teams to ensure
products are prioritized for Upload
Work with Product Marketing to ensure product status is up to date and
highlight key selling points as necessary
Liaise with warehouse teams daily, such as Receiving, Trade and Transport,
and Inventory, to resolve product and Vendor queries promptly
Based between the warehouse and office to build relationships and attend to
queries directly
Work closely with Trade and Transport for the processing of duties, customs
and overseeing freight forwarders for all shipments, understanding the NAP
delivery terms
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opportunities and partners

Qualifications for junior coordinator

Retail or wholesale apparel background, preferred
A genuine interest and real knowledge of garment sizing and product fit is a
must, as is the ability to communicate this accurately and articulately to
customers and other teams within the business
Able to illustrate extensive understanding of technical garment issues
affecting the fit
Demonstrate a high understanding of luxury customer shopping habits
Degree educated or relevant experience gained from working in a fashion
cupboard or PR office
Degree educated or relevant experience gained from working in stock
control/stock room environment


